FY13 GOVERNOR’S OPERATING BUDGET
RDU: DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
COMPONENT: CENTRAL DESIGN AND ENGINEERING SERVICES (2298)

COMPONENT TOTAL:
FULL-TIME POSITIONS: 172
PART-TIME POSITIONS: 20
NON-PERM POSITIONS: 22
GRAND TOTAL: 214

REGIONAL OFFICE TOTAL:
FULL-TIME POSITIONS: 3
PART-TIME POSITIONS: 0
TOTAL: 3

REGIONAL PRECONSTRUCTION ENGINEER
Engineer/Architect V
25-0382
P8919
R27 PFT SS

Administrative Assistant III
25-0175
K0053
R15 PFT GG

Office Assistant II
25-0933
P1135
R10 PFT GG

AVIATION DESIGN
HIGHWAY DESIGN
PRELIMINARY DESIGN & ENVIRONMENTAL
RIGHT-OF-WAY
TRAFFIC SAFETY & UTILITIES
MATERIALS

COMPONENT INTERNS

Note: All positions are located in Anchorage.
AVIATION DESIGN TOTAL: 21
FULL-TIME POSITIONS: 21
PART-TIME POSITIONS: 0
TOTAL: 21

AVIATION DESIGN GROUP
CHIEF
Engineer/Architect IV
25-0378 P8916
R26 PFT SS

Engineering Manager
Engineer/Architect II
25-0402 P8914
R23 PFT SS

Engineering Manager
Engineer/Architect III
25-0636 P8915
R25 PFT SS

Engineering Manager
Engineer/Architect II
25-0429 P8914
R23 PFT SS

Engineering Manager
Engineer/Architect III
25-0224 P8915
R25 PFT SS

Engineer/Architect I
Consultant Coordinator
25-0820 P8913
R22 PFT GG

Engineer/Architect I
Consultant Coordinator
25-0671 P8913
R22 PFT GG

Engineer/Architect I
Squad Leader
25-0599 P8913
R22 PFT GG

Engineer/Architect I
Squad Leader
25-0676 P8913
R22 PFT GG

Drafting Technician III
25-0705 P8425
R15 PFT GG

Drafting Technician III
25-0706 P8425
R15 PFT GG
FY13 GOVERNOR’S OPERATING BUDGET
RDU: DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
COMPONENT: CENTRAL DESIGN AND ENGINEERING SERVICES (2298)

HIGHWAY DESIGN TOTAL:
FULL-TIME POSITIONS: 30
PART-TIME POSITIONS: 0
TOTAL 30
## Preliminary Design Total

**Full-Time Positions:** 30  
**Part-Time Positions:** 0  
**Total:** 30

### PD&E Group Chief
- Engineer/Architect IV  
- P8916R26  
- PFT  
- SS

### Squad Leader
- Engineer/Architect I  
- P8913R22  
- PFT  
- GG

### Squad Leader
- Engineer/Architect I  
- P8913R22  
- PFT  
- GG

### Engineering Manager
- Engineer/Architect III  
- P8915R25  
- PFT  
- SS

### Engineering Manager
- Engineer/Architect III  
- P8915R25  
- PFT  
- SS

### Engineering Manager
- Engineer/Architect III  
- P8915R25  
- PFT  
- SS

### Env. Impact Analyst Mgr.
- Engineer/Architect I  
- P8551R21  
- PFT  
- SS

### Hydrologist
- Tech. Engineer/Architect I  
- P8920  
- PFT  
- GG

### Team Leader
- Env. Impact Analyst III  
- P8543R19  
- PFT  
- GG

### Team Leader
- Env. Impact Analyst III  
- P8543R19  
- PFT  
- GG

### Team Leader
- Env. Impact Analyst III  
- P8543R19  
- PFT  
- GG

### Engineering Assistant I/II/III
- Engineer/Architect I  
- P8910/8911R17/19/21  
- PFT  
- GG

### Engineering Assistant III
- Engineer/Architect III  
- P8912R21  
- PFT  
- GG

### Drafting Technician III
- Engineer/Architect III  
- P8912R21  
- PFT  
- GG

### Drafting Technician III
- Engineer/Architect III  
- P8912R21  
- PFT  
- GG

### Drafting Technician III
- Engineer/Architect III  
- P8912R21  
- PFT  
- GG

### Drafting Technician III
- Engineer/Architect III  
- P8912R21  
- PFT  
- GG

### Env. Impact Analyst I/II
- Engineer/Architect I  
- P8541/8542R15/17  
- PFT  
- GG

### Env. Impact Analyst I/II
- Engineer/Architect I  
- P8541/8542R15/17  
- PFT  
- GG

### Env. Impact Analyst I/II
- Engineer/Architect I  
- P8541/8542R15/17  
- PFT  
- GG

### Env. Impact Analyst I/II
- Engineer/Architect I  
- P8541/8542R15/17  
- PFT  
- GG

### Env. Impact Analyst I/II
- Engineer/Architect I  
- P8541/8542R15/17  
- PFT  
- GG

### Office Assistant II
- P1135R10  
- PFT  
- GG

### ET Program Engineering Assistant I/II/III
- Engineer/Architect III  
- P8510/8512/8515  
- PFT  
- GG

### PD&E Group Chief
- Engineer/Architect IV  
- P8916  
- PFT  
- SS
TRAFFIC SAFETY & UTILITIES TOTAL:
FULL-TIME POSITIONS: 29
PART-TIME POSITIONS: 0
TOTAL 29

Regional TS&U Group Chief
Engineer/Architect IV
25-0414 P8916
R26 PFT SS

Office Assistant II
Utilities
25-0419 P1135
R10 PFT GG

Office Assistant II
Traffic & Safety
25-0757 P1135
R10 PFT GG

Regional Utilities Engineer
Engineer/Architect II
25-0623 P8914
R23 PFT GG

Regional Traffic & Safety Engineer
Technical Engineer/Architect I
25-0627 P8920
R24 PFT SS

Regional Traffic Design Engineer
Engineer/Architect II
25-0672 P8914
R23 PFT GG

Technical Engineer/Architect I
25-0927 P8920
R24 PFT GG

Geographic Lead
Engineer/Architect I
25-0652 P8913
R22 PFT GG

Engineer I
25-3736 P8913
R22 PFT GG

Engineering Asst III / Eng
Associate / Engineer I
25-0656 P8912/25/13
R21/22 PFT GG

Engineer Assistant III
25-0628 P8912
R21 PFT GG

Drafting Technician III
25-0702 P8425
R15 PFT GG

Office Assistant II
Utilities
25-0428 P1135
R10 PFT GG

Office Assistant II
Traffic & Safety
25-0757 P1135
R10 PFT GG

Geographic Lead
Engineer/Architect I
25-0652 P8912
R22 PFT GG

Geographic Lead
Engineer/Architect I
25-0652 P8913
R22 PFT GG

Engineering Assistant III
Agreement Writer
25-0810 P8911/8912
R19/21 PFT GG

Engineering Assistant III
Agreement Writer
25-0811 P8911/8912
R19/21 PFT GG

Engineering Assistant III
Agreement Writer
25-0805 P8910/8911
R17/19 PFT GG

Engineering Assistant III
Agreement Writer
25-0806 P8910/8911
R17/19 PFT GG

Engineering Assistant III
Agreement Writer
25-0805 P8910/8911
R17/19 PFT GG

Lead Inspector
Engineer Asst. II/III
25-0634 P8911/8912
R19/21 PFT GG

Engineering Assistant III
Agreement Writer
25-0805 P8910/8911
R17/19 PFT GG

Engineering Assistant III
Agreement Writer
25-0650 P8910/8911
R17/19 PFT GG

Engineering Assistant III
Agreement Writer
25-0651 P8910/8911
R17/19 PFT GG

Drafting Technician III
25-0702 P8425
R15 PFT GG

Office Assistant II
Utilities
25-0428 P1135
R10 PFT GG

Office Assistant II
Traffic & Safety
25-0757 P1135
R10 PFT GG

Billing Officer
Engineering Assistant III
25-0649 P8912
R21 PFT GG

Geographic Lead
Engineer/Architect I
25-0652 P8913
R22 PFT GG

Regional Traffic Design Engineer
Engineer/Architect II
25-0672 P8914
R23 PFT GG

Regional Traffic & Safety Engineer
Technical Engineer/Architect I
25-0627 P8920
R24 PFT SS

Regional Utilities Engineer
Engineer/Architect II
25-0623 P8914
R23 PFT GG

Office Assistant II
Utilities
25-0419 P1135
R10 PFT GG

Office Assistant II
Traffic & Safety
25-0757 P1135
R10 PFT GG
FY13 GOVERNOR'S OPERATING BUDGET
RDU: DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
COMPONENT: CENTRAL DESIGN AND ENGINEERING SERVICES (2298)

NON-PERM TOTAL:
FULL-TIME POSITIONS: 0
PART-TIME POSITIONS: 0
NON-PERM POSITIONS: 22
TOTAL 22

UTILITIES

RIGHT-OF-WAY

UNASSIGNED